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Abstract. In-situ observations of aerosol particles contained
in cirrus crystals are presented and compared to interstitial
aerosol size distributions (non-activated particles in between
the cirrus crystals). The observations were conducted in cir-
rus clouds in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere mid-
latitudes during the INCA project. The first campaign in
March and April 2000 was performed from Punta Arenas,
Chile (54◦S) in pristine air. The second campaign in Septem-
ber and October 2000 was performed from Prestwick, Scot-
land (53◦N) in the vicinity of the North Atlantic flight corri-
dor. Size distribution measurements of crystal residuals (par-
ticles remaining after evaporation of the crystals) show that
small aerosol particles (Dp < 0.1µm) dominate the num-
ber density of residuals. The crystal residual size distribu-
tions were significantly different in the two campaigns. On
average the residual size distributions were shifted towards
larger sizes in the Southern Hemisphere. For a given inte-
gral residual number density, the calculated particle volume
was on average three times larger in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. This may be of significance to the vertical redis-
tribution of aerosol mass by clouds in the tropopause re-
gion. In both campaigns the mean residual size increased
slightly with increasing crystal number density. The form
of the residual size distribution did not depend on tempera-
ture as one might have expected considering different modes
of nucleation. The observations of ambient aerosol particles
were consistent with the expected higher pollution level in
the Northern Hemisphere. The fraction of residual particles
only contributes to approximately a percent or less of the to-
tal number of particles, which is the sum of the residual and
interstitial particles. Excellent agreement between the CVI
and FSSP-300 probes was found supporting the assumption
that each crystal is associated with only one residual parti-
cle.

Correspondence to:M. Seifert (marco.seifert@itm.su.se)

1 Introduction

The indirect effect of anthropogenic aerosol and in partic-
ular its potential impact on cirrus clouds is rated one of
the most uncertain components of climate forcing (IPCC,
1999). While at least some insight is available about the
aerosol-cloud interaction of warm clouds, where anthro-
pogenic aerosol particles may increase the cloud droplet
concentrations, the aerosol-cloud interaction of cold cirrus
clouds is still not very well understood (Baker, 1997).

The formation of ice crystals in the atmosphere depends
strongly on temperature, relative humidity and updraft ve-
locity (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2001). Very little is actually
known about the aerosol that participates in cirrus forma-
tion and whether nucleation is predominately homogeneous
or heterogeneous. Only isolated in-situ studies of the na-
ture of aerosol particles involved in cirrus formation exist.
Noone et al. (1993) and Ström et al. (1997) presented the
first size distributions of residual particles indicating the im-
portance of submicron aerosol particles for cirrus formation.
Single particle analyses of elemental composition of residual
particles by Heintzenberg et al. (1996) and Twohy and Gan-
drud (1998) showed that particles larger than a few hundred
nanometers in diameter predominantly contain mineral ele-
ments. Near flight corridors the contribution of soot particles
is enhanced (Petzold et al., 1999).

Airborne measurements with an ice nucleus (IN) counter
(Rogers et al., 1998) showed that the IN concentration
strongly related to sampling temperature and supersatura-
tion level. The number concentration of condensation nuclei
(CN) and IN did not generally correlate, suggesting different
source regions for these populations of particles.

This study presents the largest data set presently available
of in-situ observations of concurrent or close to concurrent
measurements of interstitial aerosol and cloud residual size
distributions. To the authors knowledge this is also the first
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time that this type of data has been obtained for both the
Southern and Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes, which al-
lows to compare and contrast the two regions. The obser-
vations were performed during two campaigns within the
project INCA (Interhemispheric differences in cirrus prop-
erties from anthropogenic emissions). The main objective
of this project is to contrast cirrus observations made in a
pristine environment to those performed in an environment
strongly affected by anthropogenic emissions. The analysis
will focus on the similarities and differences of the particles
found in cirrus crystals observed in the two campaigns.

2 Experimental

Data was collected during two aircraft campaigns, one in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) and one in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (SH). Both campaigns took place at similar latitude as
well as in equivalent seasons, within the same year. The first
campaign (10 flights) in March/April 2000 was performed
from Punta Arenas, Chile (54◦S) in pristine air. The mis-
sion flights were mainly flown west of Punta Arenas. During
the second campaign in September/October 2000 nine mea-
surement flights were performed from Prestwick, Scotland
(53◦N). The observations were made mainly north of Prest-
wick in the vicinity of the North Atlantic flight corridor.

2.1 Instrumentation

The in-situ observations were performed using the iden-
tical payload in both experiments. The equipment was
mounted onboard the research aircraft Falcon, operated by
the Deutsches Zentrum fr Luft- und Raumfahrt. The Falcon
instrumentation for meteorological data was used to provide
atmospheric state parameters and aircraft position. Several
different sample techniques were used to study cloud mi-
crophysical properties, residual particles and cloud water re-
maining from evaporated crystals as well as non-activated
(interstitial) aerosol particles in cirrus clouds (Table 1).

2.1.1 Cloud microphysical properties

The Polar Nephelometer, a unique airborne in situ probe,
measures the scattering phase function of cloud particles with
help of a collimated laser beam. With the direct measure-
ment of the scattering phase function cloud optical param-
eters could be calculated, and it was possible to distinguish
between water droplets and ice particles. For further details
on this probe we refer to Gayet et al. (2002).

The FSSP-300 measures the number density of cirrus crys-
tals in 31 size classes in the nominal size range 0.3 to 20µm
according to the specification of the manufacturer. Crystals
entering the FSSP probe are illuminated by a laser beam, and
the scattered light is inverted to particle size (Baumgardner
et al., 1992). Because the ice crystals are not spherical a
FSSP-300 size calibration for aspherical particles proposed

by Borrmann et al. (2000) was used in this study. Borrmann
et al. (2000) calculate size bin limits for a refractive index of
1.33 using the T-matrix method. Application of this calibra-
tion in cirrus clouds results in 29 size classes measured by
the FSSP-300 in the size range 0.38 to 15.8µm. The integral
crystal number density given by this instrument will be re-
ferred to as NFSSP. Due to noise the first three channels were
not used.

2.1.2 Residual particles and crystal water properties

The CVI is a device that inertially separates crystals larger
than about 5µm and smaller than about 60µm (aerodynamic
size) from the surrounding air into a warm, dry and particle-
free air flow (Str̈om et al., 1997; Noone et al., 1988). Differ-
ent sensors working down stream of the CVI-inlet measured
water vapor and “dry” non-volatile residues (at 25–30◦C) left
behind by the evaporated crystals. The residues will be re-
ferred to as residual particles. Due to the design of the CVI
probe the sampled air is enriched compared to ambient con-
ditions. During the two campaigns the enrichment factor was
typically around 150. All measured parameters have there-
fore been calculated back to ambient conditions.

The water vapor from the evaporated cloud elements was
measured by a dual-beam Lyman-α hygrometer (Zuber et al.,
1987). From this measurement we can calculate the ice water
content (IWC) in cloud particles for crystals in the sampling
size range of the CVI probe. The residual particles were
characterized with respect to number and size. The number
density of residual particles larger than 0.01µm in diameter
NCVI,10 was measured using a TSI-3010 condensation parti-
cle counter (CPC).

A PMS PCASP (Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer)
was operated to determine the residual number size distribu-
tion in the diameter size range 0.12–3.5µm. The instrument
uses the scattering properties of aerosol particles to classify
them into 32 size bins. The first two channels of the instru-
ment showed not to be reliable during this experiment, and
have therefore been excluded from the data interpretation.
The integral value of the remaining channels, particles with
a diameter larger than 0.12µm, will be referred to as the ac-
cumulation mode residual particle concentration NCVI,120.

In addition a custom built Differential Mobility Analyzer
(DMA) connected to a second TSI 3010 CPC was operated
to derive the residual size distribution below the detection
limit of the PCASP. The instrument selects particles in a nar-
row size range according to their mobility in an electric field
and determines their number density. Ten mobility bins were
scanned within a time period of one minute. The mobility
bins were chosen to be multiples, with the restriction that
the highest mobility (or lowest diameter) bin corresponds to
Dp = 0.025µm. Since aerosol mobility depends not only on
particle size and number of adhered charges, but on pressure
as well, the particle sizes corresponding to a particular mo-
bility will change with altitude. Hence the largest size bin
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Table 1. INCA aircraft payload

Instrument Measurement Range Inlet
Cloud microphysical properties

Polar Nephelometer Scattering phase function 1–500µm Wing mount
PMS-FSSP-300 Crystal size distribution 0.3–20µm Wing mount

Residual particles and crystal water properties

TSI 3010 CPC Residual number density >0.01µm CVI-probe
DMA Residual size distribution 0.025–0.1µm CVI-probe
PMS-PCASP Residual size distribution 0.12–3.5µm CVI-probe
Lyman-α hygrometer Cloud water content 0.1–30 mg/kg CVI-probe

Interstitial aerosol properties

TSI 3010 CPC Aerosol number density >0.005µm Aerosol probe
DMA Aerosol size distribution 0.025–0.1µm Aerosol probe
PMS-PCASP Aerosol size distribution 0.15–0.94µm Wing mount

(smallest mobility) varies between 0.149 and 0.155µm for
different altitude levels. With an inversion routine we can
derive from this mobility measurement the size distribution
of the crystal residuals. However, in order to apply the inver-
sion to the data we need to know the contribution of doubly
charged particles from particle sizes larger than the upper
size limit of the DMA. Normally, this information was ob-
tained by concurrent PCASP measurements. However, this
is not practical as we can only derive a DMA size distribu-
tion when PCASP data is available. Instead we approximate
the impact of doubly charged particles from PCASP size par-
ticles based on the average PCASP size distributions. Due to
the shape of the distribution (decreasing number density with
increasing size) the double charge correction is very small
for particles below 0.1µm and the resulting uncertainty from
this procedure is negligible. We therefore exclude the two
lowest mobility bins (Dp > 0.1µm) from the analysis. With
the remaining eight size bins we interpolate nine logarithmic
equidistant size classes ranging between 0.025–0.1µm in di-
ameter.

Combining the CPC, DMA and PCASP measurements
yields a composite residual size distribution for particles with
a diameter between 0.01–3.5µm.

2.1.3 Interstitial/ambient aerosol properties

In conjunction with the CVI measurements the interstitial
(non-activated particles left in between the cloud elements)
or out-of-cloud (ambient) aerosol was measured with an al-
most identical set up as for the measurement of the crystal
residuals. Two complementary sampling methods were used.
The accumulation mode aerosol was measured by a PMS
PCASP wing mounted probe (0.15–0.94µm). This instru-
ment is a wing-mounted version of the PCASP used inside
the aircraft. The aerosol is dried prior to detection (RH<

10%) with a custom-built sheath flow device and therefore

the measured size distribution is referred to as a “dry” size
distribution. In addition a plate in front of the inlet deflects
crystals from the sample air. Since the first channel of the
wing mounted instrument showed not to be reliable during
this experiment it was not included in the data interpretation.

Besides the wing probe we used two aerosol inlets of the
same type to sample the ambient/interstitial aerosol. These
simply consist of 1/4 inch stainless steel tubes turned oppo-
site to the flight direction. Large particles pass by the probes
because of their inertia (Schröder and Str̈om, 1997) causing
particles larger than about 1µm in diameter not to be sam-
pled. The interstitial particle size distribution between 0.025
and 0.1µm was derived with a second DMA set-up identical
to the one described for the crystal residual particles. Sev-
eral types of CPCs where used to measure the total number
density of interstitial and out-of-cloud aerosol. In this study
we make use of a modified version of the TSI 3010 CPC,
which measures the number density of particles larger than
0.005µm in size Nint,5.

Combining the measurements by CPC, DMA and PCASP
we obtain a composite particle size distribution (Dp = 0.005–
0.94µm) for the interstitial/ambient aerosol particles.

3 Results

We limit our data set to cirrus measurements at temperatures
below −30◦C, when cloud elements almost certainly are
frozen. The few occasions, when liquid water clouds were
detected by the Polar Nephelometer at temperatures down to
−34◦C, were excluded from the data set. Furthermore, we
exclude stratospheric cirrus observations, as they only ac-
count for some minutes of the total measurement time. To
differentiate between troposphere and stratosphere we used
the vertical distribution of ambient aerosol particles and the
temperature profiles. In addition we restrict our data analysis
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Fig. 1. Example of time series obtained during the INCA SH-
campaign on 6 April 2000. Plotted microphysical parameters: crys-
tal concentration (NFSSP, black line), the CVI residual number den-
sity (NCVI,10, red line; NCVI,120, magenta line) , the ice water con-
tent from the CVI (IWC, blue line). Data gaps for the IWC cor-
responds to time periods when the hygrometer was saturated. A
lower size limit of 6µm was chosen for the FSSP-300 data since it
gave the best agreement NFSSPand NCVI,10. Data presented as 5 s
moving averages.

to observations made in the upper troposphere above 6 km.
Finally, our analysis of the data has shown that poor counting
statistic makes it difficult to interpret size distribution mea-
surements for low residual number densities. A minimum
integral residual number density of 0.1 cm−3 yields an ac-
ceptable statistical sample even for larger particles. More on
this issue below where we test the significance of our ob-
served size distributions. After this data reduction, the re-
maining observations correspond to more than 6 and 9 hours
of in-cloud data at NCVI,10 > 0.1 cm−3 for the Southern and
Northern hemisphere, respectively.

The analysis will result in size distribution and number
density data being presented as different means and ratios de-
rived for the Southern and Northern Hemisphere campaigns.
The key premise when interpreting residual particle observa-
tions made by the CVI is the assumption of a one-to-one re-
lation between residual particles and cirrus crystals. To show
the validity of this assumption and to introduce the data, we
present in Fig. 1 a 10 min time segment of CVI and FSSP
data from a flight conducted during the SH-campaign.

3.1 Consistency of measurements

On the evening of 6 April a measurement flight was per-
formed that started at 20:56 UTC (16:56 local time), which
was approximately 1.5 h before sunset. The satellite image
showed a cirrus cloud-band associated with a frontal sys-
tem extending roughly from northwest to southeast and ap-
proaching Punta Arenas from the west. After take-off the air-
craft headed southwest in order to reach a point which was

expected to be well behind the cloud band at 80◦W and 60◦S.
Flying 30 min in clear sky the cirrus field was reached and
entered from above at 8800 m altitude. The descent into the
cirrus cloud continued down to 7600 m where the cirrus was
still visible from the aircraft. The aircraft continued approx-
imately 20 min at this flight level when the edge of the cloud
field was reached.

Figure 1 presents a time series of microphysical parame-
ters obtained during the first 10 min of this flight leg (altitude
7600 m). The observed temperature was around−37◦C. The
plotted parameters are: NFSSP, IWC, NCVI,10 and NCVI,120.
The NFSSPis the integral crystal number density for particle
diameters larger than a size interpreted as 6µm by the instru-
ment. This size was chosen, since it gave the best agreement
between NFSSPand NCVI,10 for this particular flight segment.
Note that the CVI selects particles based on the aerodynamic
properties of the crystal whereas the FSSP-300 inverts the
scattered light from a particle based on assumed optical prop-
erties of the crystal. The data is presented as 5 s moving aver-
ages. Figure 1 highlights the consistency of the instruments
even for rather small-scale features. The different parameters
correlate extremely well yet based on totally different phys-
ical principles of the CVI and the FSSP-300. Note that the
IWC presented in Fig. 1 is a direct measurement of cloud
water and not a derived quantity, thus it is an independent
measurement.

The performance of the CVI and the FSSP probes in cir-
rus has been under scrutiny for some time and there has been
a concern that reports of numerous small crystals in cirrus
clouds (e.g. Str̈om et al., 1994; Arnott et al., 1994) would be
caused by sampling artifacts, such as crystal break-up or mul-
tiple residuals in crystals. Gayet et al. (2002) presented an
analysis were cloud probes used during the INCA experiment
were compared. Besides the CVI and FSSP-300 probes, this
analysis also included the PMS-2D-C probe and the Polar
Nephelometer. The study shows a very good agreement be-
tween the different probes and the fact that the entire crystal
size distribution (FSSP-300 and PMS-2D-C) must be consid-
ered in order to explain the extinction coefficient observed by
the Polar Nephelometer. Since the observations presented in
Fig. 1 correlate over several orders of magnitude in crystal
number density and over the entire flight segment, any sam-
pling problem in the two probes must be present at all times
and scale the same over the entire measurement domain, de-
spite the different physical measurement principles.

We extend the study by Gayet et al. (2002) by presenting
Fig. 2, which shows a comparison between the FSSP-300
and the CVI for the entire INCA project. The comparison
includes more than 20 hours of in-cloud observations from
two different campaigns (Punta Arenas and Prestwick). A
lower limit of 4µm for the FSSP-300 data has shown to give
the best agreement between NFSSPand NCVI,10 when con-
sidering the entire data set. The resulting data has been clas-
sified according to NCVI,10 into bins. Then average/median
FSSP-300 concentration and the 10th and 90th percentiles
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the ice particle concentration obtained from
the CVI and the FSSP-300. A lower size limit of 4µm was chosen
for the FSSP-300 data since it gave the best agreement NFSSPand
NCVI,10. Averages shown as open squares and medians as stars.
The two thin lines correspond to the 10th and 90th percentiles.
The dash-dotted line illustrates a 1:1 relation between NFSSPand
NCVI,10.

were calculated for each NCVI,10 bin. Figure 2 shows a very
good agreement between NFSSPand NCVI,10 at crystal num-
ber densities between 0.1 and 5 cm−3 for average and median
data. At lower number densities NFSSP is nearly constant
which is due to the fact that a 10 s averaging time one crystal
count by the FSSP-300 corresponds to an ambient concen-
tration of 0.1 cm−3. Note that the number of observations
decreases dramatically above 5 cm−3, hence the data in this
concentration range corresponds only to few atmospheric sit-
uations. Figure 2 shows also a linear curve, illustrating a
one-to-one relation between NFSSPand NCVI,10. Ideally, our
data should be distributed on top of this curve. However, the
average data tends to give higher values for NFSSPwhereas
the median data tends to give lower values for NFSSP. Obvi-
ously, the exact relation between NFSSPand NCVI,10 depends
on if we are using average or median as well as on the cho-
sen lower limit for the FSSP-300 data. At number densities
above approximately 1 cm−3 the definition of crystal size by
the two instruments becomes important. Because the crystal
size distribution often is very steep at small sizes when the in-
tegral number density is high, an uncertainty of±1µm in the
aerodynamic cut-off by the CVI and the size interpreted by
the FSSP-300 may cause an offset in the crystal integral num-
ber density between the two instruments. The broadening of
the percentiles towards lower NCVI,10 can be explained by
counting statistics alone. This excellent agreement between
the CVI and the FSSP-300 gives us confidence that the two
instruments work well in cirrus clouds and that the one-to-
one relation between cirrus crystals and residual particles is
valid.
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Fig. 3. Measurement of the residual size distribution for the flight
segment presented in Fig. 1. The open triangles correspond to a
single residual size distribution obtained during a 60 s time segment
marked with horizontal bars in Fig. 1. The open circles show the
average residual size distribution for the in Fig. 1 presented entire
flight segment. For comparison both distributions have been nor-
malized to an integral number density of 1 cm−3. The lines repre-
sent the sum of lognormal distributions, fitted to match the corre-
sponding NCVI,10 values.

The strong correlation between NCVI,10 and NCVI,120 sug-
gests further that there are only small changes in the shape of
the residual size distribution during the flight segment pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The large difference between the two inte-
gral numbers also indicates that particles larger than 0.12µm
in diameter only contribute to a small fraction of the total
number of residuals. This is also confirmed by the DMA
measurements, as we will see below.

However, when interpreting the DMA measurements one
has to keep in mind that it requires 60 s to scan through
one size distribution. At a typical cruising speed of around
175 ms−1, one scan corresponds therefore to a distance of
more than 10 km. Obviously the cloud may change dur-
ing one size scan. Before details of our measurements will
be hidden in statistic we will have a closer look at a single
size distribution and the residual size distribution derived for
the entire flight segment (Fig. 3). The single scan presented
in Fig. 3 is taken from a section of the cloud where there
was relatively little cloud variability and a fairly high crys-
tal number density (NCVI,10 0.73–1.25 cm−3). This period
is indicated with horizontal bars in Fig. 1. The concurrent
measurements by the PCASP coupled to the CVI are also
included into Fig. 3. For comparison the size distribution
data for the single scan and the flight segment is normalized
to 1 cm−3 in order to study the shape rather than the ampli-
tude of the distributions. The fits to the data, to guide the
eye, are based on the sum of lognormal distributions. Above
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approximately a diameter of 1µm the lines in Fig. 2 are sim-
ply extrapolations. The mode for particle diameters smaller
than 0.025µm is constrained by the shape of the distribution
in the Aitken mode, and the difference between the NCVI,10
and the integral number of particles larger than 0.025µm in
diameter (DMA integral).

Despite the different physical principle of size measure-
ments, electrical mobility for the DMA and optical property
for the PCASP, the two instruments show good consistency
for sizes around 0.1µm where the size ranges of the two in-
struments merge. At sizes larger than about 0.4µm we note
that the PCASP data suffers from poor counting statistic and
that some bins did not register a single count during the 60 s
average.

Next, the single scan is compared to the flight leg average.
As expected from the persistent relation between NCVI,10 and
NCVI,120 data in Fig. 1, the two distributions in Fig. 3 re-
semble each other quite well. The flight segment average
presents less scattering and the size distribution is better de-
termined in the large particle range. Although, accumulation
sized particles do not contribute significantly to the number
of residuals, they are important in terms of aerosol volume or
mass.

It would be advantageous to analyze the size distributions
at high time resolution corresponding to small spatial extents,
but from the data presented above we see that we have to
make compromises with respect to resolution and counting
statistics. For a given sampling period the DMA measure-
ments may be affected by cloud variability and the PCASP
measurements may suffer from counting statistic. We there-
fore like to view our size bins as independent variables and
study them as a statistical ensemble. However, this is not
entirely true since corrections for double charges are based
on the number density in neighboring size bins. Fortunately,
the double charge corrections are small or negligible in the
size range of the DMA used in this experiment. From the
one minute- and flight segment average size distribution pre-
sented in Fig. 3, we proceed by presenting campaign aver-
ages.

3.2 Statistics over all mission flights

3.2.1 Campaign averages

In Fig. 4 the average residual particle size distributions from
the Northern and Southern Hemisphere campaigns are pre-
sented. The data has been visually fitted by the sum of log-
arithmic distributions. As in Fig. 3 the mode for particle di-
ameters smaller than 0.025µm is constrained by the shape
of the distribution in the Aitken mode, and the difference
between the NCVI,10 and the DMA integral number density.
Note that all the following size distribution data is fitted in the
same way. The case study in the previous section indicated
that particles in the PCASP range contribute only to a small
fraction of residual particles. Plotting the measured residual
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Fig. 4. Residual size distributions as campaign averages shown as
open triangles for the SH, respectively open circles for the NH. For
comparison the data has been normalized to an integral number den-
sity of 1 cm−3. The solid lines represent the sum of lognormal dis-
tributions, fitted to match the corresponding campaign averages of
NCVI,10. (a) Residual size distributions presented as number versus
diameter.(b) Residual size distributions presented as volume versus
diameter.

number distributions as campaign averages reveals that this
observation is consistent with the entire experiment (Fig. 4a).
For comparison the distributions are normalized to an inte-
gral number density of 1 cm−3. The number density of resid-
uals is dominated by particles smaller than 0.1µm in diame-
ter (approximately 90% and 95% of the residual particles by
number in the SH and NH, respectively). The two distribu-
tions are fairly similar, but the SH-distribution is shifted to-
wards larger particle sizes. The statistical significance of this
observed difference was shown by a two-tailed t-test. In the
size range 0.025 to 0.1µm the confidence level was greater
than 95% with exception of the largest and smallest DMA
bin, where the confidence level was approximately 70%. For
particles larger than 0.1µm in diameter the confidence level
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was better than 99.9%. The importance of this shift in size
distribution is highlighted when the normalized data is plot-
ted as a volume distribution in Fig. 4b.

Figure 4b shows that practically all the volume of the
residual particles is located at sizes above 0.1µm. Hence,
significantly more aerosol volume is incorporated in each cir-
rus crystal in the SH compared to the NH for same number
density. We also note in Fig. 4b that the volume distribu-
tions are not simply a difference in amplitude. The left most
mode is located at about 0.3µm for the SH data compared to
about 0.2µm for the NH data. The scatter in the data above
1.5µm makes it difficult to say something about differences
in the right hand modes. The uncertainty in the measured
particle number concentration depends on counting statis-
tics and is equal to the square root of the number of par-
ticles counted per sampling period (the whole campaign in
this case). Hence, the uncertainty decreases with increasing
residual number density and averaging time. For the DMA
data (Dp = 0.025–0.1µm) the uncertainty is less then 0.1%.
In the PCASP size range the counting statistic uncertainty
increases strongly with particle size. For particles between
0.1 and 1µm the uncertainty is less than 2% and 1.5% for
the NH and SH, respectively. For particles larger than 1µm
the uncertainty is essentially a function of size. The uncer-
tainty increases from 2 to 10% (NH) and 1.5 to 5% (SH)
when changing the particle diameter from 1 to 3.5µm.

Integrating the fitted volume distributions up to 1.5µm (up
to the size where the scatter is still fairly low) give a resid-
ual volume of 0.93µm3/m3 for the SH and 0.3µm3/m3 for
the NH at a normalized number density of 1 cm−3. However,
from Fig. 4b we see that we do not account for a significant
fraction of volume. Therefore, we include residual particles
up to 3µm in diameter in the volume determination, keeping
in mind that the uncertainty is largest for super micron parti-
cles due to poor counting statistic. This increases the resid-
ual volume to 1.29µm3/m3 for the SH and to 0.4µm3/m3

for the NH, the ratio of the calculated volume for the two
hemispheres remains the same.

The reason for this bimodal structure is not known but
clearly the residual particle volume is approximately three
times larger in the SH- compared to the NH campaign.

3.2.2 Residual number distributions grouped according to
residual number density and temperature

The campaign averages contain data sampled at vastly dif-
ferent conditions in terms of crystal number density, tem-
perature and aerosol loading. Therefore we try to limit the
influence of variability in these parameters by stratifying our
data in different ranges. Ideally, we would like to study the
residual aerosol after stratifying the data according to differ-
ent atmospheric states (temperature and humidity), dynami-
cal forcing (updraft and turbulence), aerosol loading (number
density and composition) and finally microphysical proper-
ties (crystal number density and IWC). However, this is not
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the residual number distributions for both
campaigns grouped according to NCVI,10. For clarity only the data
fits are presented. The data has been fitted by the sum of lognormal
distributions such as the integral number of the resulting distribution
would match the bin mean NCVI,10. The bin averages were 3, 2.6,
2.3, 2.0, 1.3, 1, 0.6 and 0.3 cm−3. The data has been normalized to
an integral number density of 1 cm−3. Solid lines refer to the SH
and dashed lines to the NH.

feasible, as our data set is extensive, but still finite. In or-
der not to end up with insufficient statistic, we can take only
one or two parameters at the time depending on the chosen
interval widths.

First we analyze the residual number distribution as a
function of the residual number density. The data was di-
vided according to NCVI,10 into 9 bins, where the average
NCVI,10 was 3, 2.6, 2.3, 2.0, 1.6, 1.3, 1, 0.6 and 0.3 cm−3. To
achieve a balance between the number of size distributions
in each bin and the range in NCVI,10 of the bin, the bin lim-
its were chosen such that each bin contained at least 20 size
scans and the upper and lower bound of the NCVI,10 bin may
not differed more than 20%. Different interval limits were
tried, but this approach gave the best balance between nar-
row bin width and acceptable statistical uncertainty. For the
DMA data (Dp = 0.025–0.1µm) the uncertainty is below 1%
in all NCVI,10 bins. In the PCASP size range the counting
statistic error increases strongly with particle size. For parti-
cles between 0.1 and 1µm the uncertainty increases from<1
to 5% and 1 to 20% in the highest and lowest NCVI,10 range,
respectively. For particles larger than 1µm the uncertainty is
essentially a function of size. The uncertainty is increasing
from 5 to 25% and 20 to 100%, when changing the particle
diameter from 1 to 3.5µm for the highest and lowest NCVI,10
range.

In order to compare the shape of the residual number dis-
tributions resulting from the different categories, we again
normalize our distributions to 1 cm−3. This normalization
was done since the mean residual number density ranges
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Fig. 6. Calculated volume mean diameter VMD as a function of
NCVI,10. The diameters correspond to the NCVI,10 bins used in
Fig. 5. Open circles is NH data and open triangles is SH data.

between 0.3 and 3 cm−3. The normalized distributions from
both campaigns are presented in Fig. 5. Since we do not
discuss features of the individual distributions, the data is
presented as dashed lines for the NH and full lines for the
SH. For clarity and to declutter the graph only the fits to the
average distributions are presented. Although the residual
number density is varying over one order of magnitude, the
shape of the residual number distributions changes very little
within one hemisphere. The most evident difference between
the two campaigns is the systematic difference between SH
and NH distributions for diameters larger than 0.1µm.

We have already shown that this feature is statistically sig-
nificant for the campaign averages. To prove that this is also
the case when comparing the two campaigns for the same
NCVI,10 range, we use once again a two-tailed t-test. In the
size range 0.025 to 0.1µm the confidence level is varying
between high values (>99%) and low values (around 1%)
for different sizes in each bin. In the size range 0.1 to 1µm
the confidence level is better than 99%. For Dp > 1µm the
confidence level is greater than 60%, except for the distribu-
tions with integral values corresponding to 0.3 and 1.3 cm−3,
where the confidence is greater than 30%. Hence, the dif-
ference apparent in Fig. 5 is a statistically significant feature
over a large part of the distribution. Due to this significant
difference we keep the two data sets separated. If the data
had been more similar one could have combined them to im-
prove the statistic in subsequent analysis.

Although not evident in Fig. 5, there is an interesting trend
in both hemispheres of an increasing fraction of accumula-
tion mode particles with increasing residual number density.

Deriving the corresponding volume reveals that the residual
volume per crystal is increasing with increasing NCVI,10. The
observed trend may also be expressed in terms of residual
VMD (volume mean diameter), which is given by (6/π to-
tal volume/total number of particles)1/3. Figure 6 gives the
relationship between residual number density and residual
VMD. Changing the number density from 0.3 to 3 cm−3,
causes the corresponding VMD to increase from 0.071 to
0.096µm and 0.100 to 0.139µm in the NH and SH, respec-
tively.

We know that temperature is very important for cirrus for-
mation and evolution. It is of special interest to investigate
the residual aerosol distributions that are present near the
temperature associated with homogeneous freezing of super-
cooled liquid aerosol particles (around 235 K). Each residual
integral range contains size distribution measurements made
at various temperatures, causing a mixing of data from dif-
ferent altitude levels. As we include a new parameter in our
analysis we would like to stratify our data set further based
on temperature. Ideally, we would like to keep the narrow
NCVI,10 binning and compare cases for a given residual num-
ber density and temperature. However, this is not practical
because this would result in insufficient amount of data in
most bins. For this reason we proceed by grouping the data
according to temperature in three regimes warm (238 K< T
< 243 K), intermediate (235 K< T < 238 K) and cold (T
< 235 K), and each regime is then divided into four residual
number density ranges very high (NCVI,10 3–10 cm−3), high
(NCVI,10 1–3 cm−3), intermediate (NCVI,10 0.3–1 cm−3) and
low (NCVI,10 0.1–0.3 cm−3). Now, the freezing pathways are
likely to be different in the three regimes. In the warm regime
aerosols are activated into water droplets prior to freezing.
Below T < 235 K aerosol particles freeze before water satu-
ration is reached. For intermediate temperatures both freez-
ing paths take place. In addition the mode of nucleation may
change between the three temperature regions. In the warm
and intermediate temperature regime both heterogeneous and
homogeneous freezing processes may occur, whereas for T
< 235 K homogeneous freezing is believed to dominate ice
nucleation. Assuming that only the homogeneous freezing
mode is active during ice nucleation, the freezing probability
is a strong function of size. For a given aerosol composition,
solution droplets will nucleate starting from the large particle
end of the aerosol size distribution. This results into a resid-
ual distribution where the number of residuals is dominated
by accumulation mode particles, as observed for example for
warm clouds (e.g. Glantz and Noone, 2002). However, no
significant difference could be found between the size distri-
butions based on different temperature intervals (Figure not
provided). In fact comparing distributions between the dif-
ferent temperature ranges shows no significant statistical dif-
ference. This is a somewhat surprising finding given the ex-
pected importance of temperature in determining the mode
of nucleation.
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3.2.3 Scavenging ratios

By comparing the residual size distributions, size distribu-
tions of the particles that became incorporated into the crys-
tals, with those that remained non-activated as interstitial
aerosol, we can study the fraction of a given aerosol size that
participates in cloud formation.

Instead of dividing the NCVI,10 in further ranges we keep
the four ranges (very high, high, intermediate, low) as de-
scribed above. Except for three flights during the NH cam-
paign the complete interstitial and residual size distributions
are concurrent. From the SH campaign there is only a lim-
ited amount of data when all instruments (CPCs, DMAs and
PCASPs) were working simultaneously. Most of the instru-
mental problems were related to the DMA originally as-
signed to the CVI probe. On some flights the DMA origi-
nally assigned to the interstitial inlet had to replace the CVI-
DMA. Hence, it was necessary to switch between the two
inlets, which was simply done by a ball valve. With this
operation we obtained size distribution measurements of the
residual and interstitial particles in the DMA size range se-
quentially. It should be noted that during the ferry flights both
DMAs were compared while measuring ambient aerosol in
cloud free air, which proved the identical operation of the
two DMAs.

The resulting interstitial and residual size distributions for
the SH are presented in Fig. 7a. To guide the eye and in
order to compare residual and interstitial distributions for a
particular particle size, the data has been visually fitted using
lognormal distributions.

With no correlation between the ambient aerosol and crys-
tal number density, and with a sufficiently large data set, the
average interstitial aerosol distribution should be indifferent
for each NCVI,10 category. In other words, high crystal num-
ber densities should not necessarily be associated with high
aerosol number densities or vice versa. This appears to be the
case in the DMA size range for particles smaller than about
0.1µm in diameter, but not for the larger particle sizes. In
the PCASP size range there is a clear correlation between
the residual and interstitial particle number concentrations,
where higher crystal number densities are associated with
an increase in the number density measured by the wing-
mounted PCASP.

From the data in Fig. 7a we can derive the corresponding
scavenging efficiency. The size-dependent scavenging ratio
is defined as the ratio of residual particles to the total number
of particles in each size bin. The total number of particles is
given by the sum of the residual and interstitial particles.

In order to calculate the scavenging ratios we have made
use of the fitted size distributions since the two PCASPs and
CPCs have slightly different measurement size ranges and
the bins do not correspond exactly with each other. The re-
sulting scavenging ratios for the SH are presented in Fig. 8a.
It is obvious that the overall ratio depends strongly on the
total residual number density, but the correlation with larger
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Fig. 7. Interstitial/residual number distribution corresponding to
different NCVI,10 categories: very high (NCVI,10 3–10 cm−3), high
(NCVI,10 1–3 cm−3), intermediate (NCVI,10 0.3–1 cm−3) and low
(NCVI,10 0.1–0.3 cm−3). The data has been fitted by the sum of
lognormal distributions such as the integral number of the result-
ing distribution would match the bin mean NCVI,10 for the residual
distributions, respectively bin mean Nint,5 for the interstitial dis-
tributions. The interstitial data refers to open symbols: very high
(squares), high (circles), intermediate (triangles) and low (stars).
The residual data refers to thick symbols: very high (thick squares),
high (thick circles), intermediate (thick triangles) and low (thick
stars). The solid lines are the corresponding fits to the data.(a) data
for the SH.(b) data for the NH.

interstitial particles makes the calculated ratios come closer
together at larger sizes. Note that the scavenging ratio at sizes
smaller than 0.025µm is estimated from the fitted curves.
Nevertheless, the scavenging ratio is on the order of percent
or less across the whole aerosol size range.

We now repeat the procedure in Fig. 7b and 8b for the
NH-data. Figure 7b shows the corresponding interstitial and
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Fig. 8. Fraction of ambient particles included in the crystals as
a function of particle size (fraction is only estimated below Dp =
0.025µm). The scavenging efficiency has been calculated from
the fitted interstitial/residual distributions shown in Fig. 6 and cor-
respond to different NCVI,10 categories: very high (NCVI,10 3–
10 cm−3, solid line), high (NCVI,10 1–3 cm−3, dashed line), inter-
mediate (NCVI,10 0.3–1 cm−3, dotted line), and low (NCVI,10 0.1–
0.3 cm−3, dash dotted line).(a) data for the SH.(b) data for the
NH. The solid squares show a scavenging efficiency curve adapted
by Str̈om et al. (1997) from a flight conducted over central Europe
in 1994.

residual distributions for the NH, and the scavenging ratios
are presented in Fig. 8b. We first note that the average inter-
stitial aerosol number density is by about a factor 6 higher
in the NH compared to the SH in our data set. This is due
to the enhanced Aitken and Nucleation mode particles in the
NH. At interstitial particle sizes larger than about 0.1µm the
two hemispheres are in average comparable with respect to
number densities, but the variability is much stronger in the

SH. This does not influence the total number density, but is
significant in terms of total aerosol mass.

Although the average interstitial distributions are much
closer together in the NH, there is still a small tendency for
a correlation between large interstitial aerosol and residual
number density. In addition a closer look at the average in-
terstitial size distributions shows that there is actually also a
tendency of anti-correlation between the residual and inter-
stitial particles for particles smaller than about 0.070–0.080
µm. However, the significance of that is questionable since
the interstitial distributions are very close to each other in
the measured size range. The lower variability in interstitial
size distributions in Fig. 7b is also reflected in the scaveng-
ing ratios presented in Fig. 8b. Essentially, we see a strong
proportionality between the different NCVI,10 categories. As
for the SH, the ratio is small and usually less than a percent.

A first attempt to calculate this type of scavenging ratio
was made by Ström et al. (1997). The derived scavenging
efficiency from that study is also included in Fig. 8b. Clearly
the present study and the study by Ström et al. (1997) deviate
at particle sizes above a few hundred nanometers. The data
in Ström et al. (1997) was obtained over Southern Germany
during one flight in 1994. The same PCASP instrument (in-
side the aircraft) was used in both studies. The instrument
was switched between the CVI and interstitial inlet during a
flight leg and hence the ratio is derived from only a few min-
utes of data. As was pointed out in the beginning of this study
the counting statistic is very poor for the accumulation mode
particles if the sample time is too short. This is especially
true for the interstitial particle sampling, since this inlet does
not have the enrichment effect as the CVI inlet does.

In deriving the scavenging ratio the authors assumed a pri-
ori that all aerosol particles larger than around 1µm would
be incorporated in cirrus crystals, which would be consis-
tent with theoretical expectations. At residual particle sizes
smaller than about 0.3µm, where the counting statistic is
much better, the two studies agree well. Hence, the expla-
nation for the difference between the two studies may be the
fact that our study includes several hundred times more size
distribution data than in Ström et al. (1997). An interesting
and perhaps very significant difference between the study by
Ström et al. (1997) and the present study is that the flight
in 1994 was conducted in a time period when central Eu-
rope was influenced by the plume from the volcano Pinatubo,
Philippines. The ambient aerosol during these two studies
was most likely significantly different.

4 Discussion

One may speculate that the presented size distributions of
residuals are greatly different from those of the aerosol par-
ticles that actually have formed ice. Ramachandran and
Reist (1995) have shown that fractal particles become more
regular when they are subject to condensation followed
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by evaporation. When an aerosol composed of irregularly
shaped agglomerates is incorporated into an ice crystal, the
agglomerates are likely to undergo morphological changes
once the crystal evaporates. The size of a particle after a
condensation and evaporation cycle may therefore be signif-
icantly different. Aerosol particles are likely to undergo re-
peated cycles of condensation and evaporation and any col-
lapse of fractal geometries is only expected for the first cycle.
Furthermore we have to keep in mind that fractal particles,
which are most likely of carbonaceous origin, only account
for a subfraction of the total aerosol population in the upper
troposphere. For these reasons the process of condensation
and evaporation is not likely to significantly change the size
distribution of the particles that formed ice crystals.

Another process that might modify the residual particles is
scavenging of aerosol particles from the interstitial air. Once
the ice crystals evaporate in the CVI scavenged interstitial
particles may stick to the particle on which the crystal orig-
inated. In other words, the crystals interact with the inter-
stitial aerosol that in turn influences the residual particles by
making them larger. We may try to estimate the result of
this potential process by assuming an ice crystal lifetime of
3 hours, a crystal diameterDp1 of 10µm, and an interstitial
diameterDp2 of 0.03µm. The interstitial number density
N2 is 100 cm−3. The rate at which interstitial particles are
transferred to one crystal is given by:

dN/dt = K12N2(s
−1) (1)

The coagulation coefficient is defined as:

K12 = 2π(Dp1 + Dp2)(D1 + D2)(s
−1cm3) (2)

whereD1 andD2 refer to the diffusion coefficients of the
crystals and the aerosol, respectively. Whether scavenging
affects the distribution depends very much on the size of the
residual particles. Adjacent DMA bins differ in particle size
by approximately 20%. Given the conditions above, only
residual particles smaller than about 0.03µm have a chance
to grow that much. Thus we expect only a small or negligible
effect on the smallest residual particles observed.

Our observations clearly show that the fraction of aerosol
particles incorporated into cirrus crystals is very small for
sizes ranging from tens of nanometers to several microm-
eters in diameter. It is also clear that the number densi-
ties of residual particles are controlled by particles smaller
than 0.1µm in diameter, whereas the residual particle vol-
ume is controlled by particles larger than 0.1µm in diameter.
Changes in atmospheric temperature do not seem to signifi-
cantly affect the observed residual distributions.

Based on homogeneous nucleation theory this is an unex-
pected result (e.g. Heymsfield and Sabin, 1989; DeMott et
al., 1994; Tabazadeh and Toon, 1998). At temperatures be-
low the homogeneous freezing threshold the freezing proba-
bility is a strong function of size. For a given aerosol com-
position the scavenging fraction increases strongly with in-

creasing aerosol size. This is why Jensen et al. (1994) ar-
gued that aerosol particles smaller than 0.6µm in diame-
ter do not significantly affect ice nucleation in mid-latitudes.
Homogeneous nucleation refers to the freezing of a solution
droplet that has formed on a soluble cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN). Aerosol particles acting as CCN are believed to
mainly consist of varying mixtures of NH3, H2SO4 and H2O.
Several model studies suggest that this mechanism is the
dominating nucleation process (DeMott et al., 1994; Jensen
and Toon, 1994; Tabazadeh and Toon, 1998). Theoretical
studies have also demonstrated the sensitivity of homoge-
neous freezing to temperature. Therefore, we would have ex-
pected to see significant changes in the observed residual par-
ticles near the homogeneous freezing temperature (around
235 K).

The observed scavenging ratios may be evidence for the
potential importance of heterogeneous ice nucleation for cir-
rus formation. Heterogeneous nucleation refers to the freez-
ing through direct deposition of water vapor on a heteroge-
neous ice nuclei (IN), or through the aid of a foreign particle
stimulating freezing of super cooled haze droplets. Aerosol
particles acting as IN, may consist of crustal, metallic, and
carbonaceous material (Chen et al., 1998), but the shape,
size may also play a role. The role of heterogeneous nucle-
ation is still uncertain mainly due to the fact that composition
and abundance of upper troposphere IN are not well known
(Jensen and Toon, 1997; DeMott et al., 1998).

A problem with the heterogeneous mode of ice nucleation
is that we have very little theory to compare our observa-
tions with. There are a number of process model simulations
treating nucleation as a competitive process between homo-
geneous and heterogeneous freezing (e.g. DeMott et al.,
1997). However Sassen and Benson (2000) show that het-
erogeneous nucleation cannot compete with homogeneous
nucleation for most atmospheric situations. DeMott et al.
(1994) concluded that changing size distribution and compo-
sition of aerosol particles may have large effects on the on-
set conditions of cirrus formations and the crystal number
density. Several studies have pointed towards the contrary
(Jensen et al., 1998; Krcher and Lohmann, 2001) suggesting
that the aerosol properties have a very small impact on the
cloud microphysics and that other factors are more impor-
tant.

Our observations show quite clearly that the aerosol as-
sociated with the ice crystals is much smaller than expected
from theory. Sampling problems such as crystal break-up can
be dismissed on the basis of the cloud probe intercomparison
presented in Gayet at al. (2002) and in this study. Recently
the aerosol composition in the upper troposphere has shown
to be very diverse (Murphy et al., 1998). The chemistry of
ice nucleating aerosol particles might therefore be more com-
plex than previously modeled and the size dependent state of
the internal and external mixture of the aerosol has to be con-
sidered.
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The interstitial size distributions were very different dur-
ing the two campaigns with a much larger population of
small particles in the NH. The average residual size distri-
butions were significantly different between the two cam-
paigns as well, at least in the accumulation mode size range.
However, the difference in the residual size distributions was
smaller than the difference in interstitial aerosol. From the
observations presented in this study we cannot determine
what causes the shift towards large residual particles in the
SH campaign, but we note that the SH mid-latitudes are
mainly ocean, whereas the NH mid-latitudes have a much
larger fraction of continents.

It is possible that the oceans of the SH are a greater source
for large particles suitable for ice nucleation than the conti-
nents of the NH. Convection, which can introduce boundary-
layer air to the upper troposphere, is believed to play a
more important role in the NH. Hence in the NH the natu-
ral terragenic- and strong anthropogenic ground sources are
likely to have a significant impact on the upper troposphere
aerosol population. In addition particulates injected directly
by aircraft are of regional importance, especially in the vicin-
ity of the North Atlantic flight corridor.

The larger population of small ambient particles for the
Prestwick campaign is consistent with the expected stronger
influence of anthropogenic pollution in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. However, more information about the chemical
nature of the aerosol will be helpful in understanding the
aerosol-cloud interaction of high clouds.

5 Summary and Conclusions

In-situ observations of the partitioning of aerosol particles in
cold cirrus clouds have been presented. Cirrus observations
were interpreted in the perspective of a potential influence
by anthropogenic emissions on cirrus clouds. Several con-
clusions can be drawn from the results:

• The crystal residual distribution observed in the SH
campaign and the NH campaign are significantly dif-
ferent. In the Southern Hemisphere the distribution is
shifted towards larger sizes. This appears to have lit-
tle effect on the total aerosol number density, but may
have important implications in terms of vertical redis-
tribution of aerosol volume or mass. In average three
times as much aerosol volume is incorporated in cirrus
clouds in the Southern Hemisphere for the same crystal
number densities.

• The residual number density is controlled by particles
smaller than 0.1µm, whereas the residual volume dis-
tribution is controlled by particles larger than 0.1µm.
Obviously small aerosol particles must be included in
any conceptual model of cirrus formation.

• The volume mean diameter is increasing with increas-
ing residual number density within the temperature

range 235–243 K. Hence, when the crystal number den-
sity increases, the contribution of large residual particles
increases.

• The shape of the residual size distributions is found to
be insensitive to temperature variation.

• The data suggests a scavenging ratio in the order of one
percent or less. The ratio is low for the whole aerosol
size range, from a few tens of nanometers to several mi-
crometers. Thus, the observations indicate that there
is no strong preference for ice nucleation to occur on
large aerosol particles to the extent expected for homo-
geneous nucleation. This suggests that size dependent
aerosol chemistry might have to be considered in cirrus
nucleation studies.

• The excellent agreement between the CVI and FSSP-
300 probes supports the assumption that each crystal is
associated with only one residual particle.

Our current understanding of the cloud active aerosol is
not sufficient to get a closure between observations and nu-
merical simulations. The role of aerosol in nucleating cir-
rus cloud particles is highly uncertain. The results presented
in this paper emphasize the need for further in-situ mea-
surements focusing on questions dealing with chemistry of
aerosol associated with cirrus formation.
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